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In Episode #3 of the EJ Podcast’s Yaro Solo Sessions 

I talked about the success I’ve had with affiliate 

marke<ng, par<cularly during the first 5-6 years of 

my blogging journey when promo<ng other people’s 

products was an important part of my income 

genera<on strategy.  

I have earned several hundred thousand dollars from 

affiliate marke<ng since launching my blog in 2005. Today, I focus more on 

promo<ng my own digital products and services but I con<nue to earn 

affiliate commissions from blog posts I wrote many years ago.  

Affiliate marke<ng can be a great tool for new bloggers who don’t have their 

own products to sell yet and are s<ll learning how to use their blog and email 

list to make sales. Whether you’re selling your own products or promo;ng 

someone else’s, the process is much the same so affiliate marke<ng is a 

great way to learn the ropes when you’re just star<ng out.  
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The idea behind affiliate marke<ng is simple: You promote other people’s 

products and every <me you make a sale you get a commission. For bloggers, 

the best way to promote affiliates is to write a blog post reviewing their 

product or service.  

To get started, find products and services to promote that are related to your 

niche and will be of interest to your audience. To find them, look around at 

the products and services you are actually using and can speak about with 

experience and confidence.  

This could be a course you’re studying, soNware you use, a membership site 

you pay to be a part of, eBooks you have read, apps you can’t live without, 

conferences you plan to aPend, food you eat, and the list goes on… 

Once you’ve iden<fied 3 or 4 affiliate products you want to promote, the next 

step is to write a blog post which reviews the product or service and 

contains your affiliate link throughout. When a reader clicks through to the 

affiliate’s website using your link and makes a purchase, you will earn a 

commission. 

Here is the 10 Step process for wri<ng a blog post which I use every <me I 

promote an affiliate: 
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STEP #1: INTRODUCE THE PRODUCT 

Introduce the product by explaining what it is and what it is useful for. Look at 

the company’s sales page and summarize the product descrip<on in your own 

words. Here you should reiterate what the product creator says about the 

product, outline it’s key features and explain what it was designed for. 

STEP #2: EXPLAIN WHO THE PRODUCT IS FOR 

Explaining who the product is for is very different to describing what it is. 

Once you’ve introduced the product, you should talk about what kind of 

person will benefit from using it. When you do this, you iden<fy the target 

audience for your blog post and it makes the right people sit up and pay 

aPen<on.  

STEP #3: TELL A STORY 

Now it’s <me to switch to story mode. Tell the reader about how you use the 

product or service in your own life. Treat yourself as a case study and talk 

about your journey from finding the product, downloading it, and using it to 
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what you learned in the process and how you applied those lessons to 

improve your life, heath, business or whatever the case may be. Cherry pick 

the biggest “Ah-Ha” moments you had as a result of using the product.   

STEP #4: PAINT A BEFORE AND AFTER PICTURE 

Paint a before and aNer picture by explaining what has happened as a result 

of using this product. What tangible changes have you no<ced in your life or 

business as a result of using it? Did it help you save <me? Feel healthier? 

Make money? Lose weight? Have more energy? Boost your website traffic? 

List all the ways the product improved or changed your life.  

STEP #5: LIST THE PROS AND CONS 

Now it’s <me to talk about the posi<ve and nega<ve sides of using the 

product. It’s really important here that you emphasize what you loved about 

the product AND what you didn’t like. There’s no such thing as a perfect 

product and it will not seem like a credible review if you don’t talk about some 

things that you didn’t like or felt could be improved. For example, you might 

review a weight loss product which helped you drop 2kgs, but you thought it 

had a strange aNer-taste.  
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STEP #6: IDENTIFY WHO SHOULD AND SHOULDN’T 
USE THE PRODUCT 

Make a recommenda<on for who should and shouldn’t use the product. This 

is an extremely important part of the review process as it connects the dots 

for the reader. First you can talk about who the product is ideal for and the 

steps they need to take to get started. Take your experience and make it 

relate to the reader. For example, you might say “I got 100 new subscribers 

on my blog aNer using this product, so if you are an entrepreneur in the same 

niche, there’s a good chance it will do the same for you” 

STEP #7: OUTLINE WHO WILL GAIN THE MOST 
FROM USING THIS PRODUCT 

Outline who stands to gain the most from using this product and who doesn’t 

need it. It is really important to talk about some nega<ve aspects of the 

product and who won’t benefit from it at all. This is a really powerful 

technique for reaching your target audience because by iden;fying who is 

wrong for the product, it makes it seem even more appealing to the right 

people. 
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STEP #8: SUMMARIZE YOUR REVIEW 

Briefly summarize your review by lis<ng some bullet points which highlight 

the most important points you make throughout the review. Here you can 

men<on what is included, key features, costs, refund policies, how quickly 

they should get a result, how hard it is for beginners etc. This list will be good 

for the scanners who don’t read the en<re review but just want the most 

important informa<on highlighted for them.  

STEP #9: PLACE YOUR AFFILIATE LINK SEVERAL 
TIMES THROUGHOUT THE BLOG POST 

You need to give the reader several opportuni<es to click through to the 

product while they’re reading. Don’t just place an affiliate link at the beginning 

or end of your blog post. ScaPer links throughout the blog post so the reader 

can click through whenever they feel inspired.  

STEP #10: OFFER THE READER A BONUS 

Offer the reader some kind of bonus if they click through and purchase the 

product using your affiliate link. Make sure the bonus is propor<onal to the 

commission you will be earning. If it’s a high priced product, you could offer 

an hour of coaching <me over Skype. If it’s a lower end product you could 
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throw in a free eBook or webinar recording. This helps the reader get more 

value from purchasing the affiliate product and encourages them to use your 

link, rather than the link of a reviewer from another blog. 

That’s it! These are the 10 steps I have used to write blog review posts that 

con<nue to generate a passive income years down the track.  

To listen to the podcast and learn more about how I make money from 

affiliate marke<ng, visit www.ejpodcast.com/3   
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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT 
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST 
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW 
STORY’ FORMULA 

 
Podcas<ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star<ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas;ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas;ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea<ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op<ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op<on I recommend you focus on.
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